The Echo Maker

Winner of the 2006 National Book Award
for FictionThe Echo Maker is a remarkable
novel, from one of our greatest novelists,
and a book that will change all who read it
(Booklist, starred review).On a winter
night on a remote Nebraska road,
twenty-seven-year-old Mark Schluter has a
near-fatal car accident. His older sister,
Karin, returns reluctantly to their
hometown to nurse Mark back from a
traumatic head injury. But when Mark
emerges from a coma, he believes that this
woman--who looks, acts, and sounds just
like his sister--is really an imposter. When
Karin contacts the famous cognitive
neurologist Gerald Weber for help, he
diagnoses Mark as having Capgras
syndrome. The mysterious nature of the
disease, combined with the strange
circumstances surrounding Marks accident,
threatens to change all of their lives beyond
recognition. In The Echo Maker, Richard
Powers proves himself to be one of our
boldest and most entertaining novelists.

The Echo Maker is a 2006 novel by American writer Richard Powers. It won the National Book Award for Fiction and
was a Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist. 1. The Echo Maker is Richard Powerss ninth novel. His first, the acclaimed
Three Farmers on Their Way to a Dance, came out in 1985. In theThe echo makers of this novels title are the thousands
upon thousands of cranes that migrate through central Nebraska every year. While the number of cranesRichard Powerss
novel, The Echo Maker (2006), tells the story of Mark Schluter, a young man of 27 who is nearly killed in an accident
with his truck. He recovers. Karin Schluter? This is Good Samaritan Hospital in Kearney. Your brother has had an
accident.The Echo Maker [Richard Powers] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. On a winter night on a remote
Nebraska road, twenty-seven year old Dont you care? Michael Wood. The Echo Maker by Richard Powers Heinemann,
451 pp, ?17.99, January 2007, ISBN 978 0 434 01633 4. In The Echo Maker, Richard Powers proves himself to be one
of our boldest and most entertaining novelists. Finalist, Pulitzer Prize, 2007 The MacArthur genius-grant winner, whose
ninth novel, The Echo Maker, comes out this fall (and is nominated for a National Book Award),The Echo Maker
[Richard Powers] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Winner of the 2006 National Book Award for Fiction The
Echo Maker is The Echo Maker by Richard Power. Brain drain. Novel takes on a real syndrome with X-Files-style
implications. PATRICK KURP To dispense with the longstanding book reviewing practice of first-paragraph throat
clearing, may I offer up Richard Powerss Echo Maker as a A truck jackknifes off an arrow straight country road near
Kearney, Nebr., in Powerss ninth novel, becoming the catalyst for a painstakingly Against this ecological backdrop
plays the drama of Richard Powers ninth novel, The Echo Maker, winner of the 2006 National Book Award for
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